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Requests for interpretation, suggestions for improvement and addenda, or defect reports are welcome. They
should be sent to the NCITS Secretariat, Information Technology Industry Council, 1250 Eye Street, NW,
Suite 200, Washington, DC 20005-3922.
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Introduction
This standard encompasses the following:
Clause 1 describes the scope.
Clause 2 provides definitions, abbreviations, and conventions used within this document.
Clause 3 describes the model for tailgate attributes and operations. This clause is informative.
Clause 4 describes the access security model for the tailgate and the protocol for delivery of
commands to devices attached to the tailgate.
Clause 5 contains descriptions of the registers addressable via the 1394 interface that are unique to
this standard.
Clause 6 contains descriptions of the data structures for commands and status unique to this
standard.
Clause 7 contains descriptions of the 1394 configuration ROM for this standard.
Annex A is an informative annex which describes the initialization sequence the initiator performs to
identify and configure the tailgate and its attached devices.
Annex B is an informative annex which contains state diagrams and the associated descriptions, for
single logical unit and dual logical unit with command overlap tailgate execution engines.
Annex C is an informative annex which contains a summary of the required registers addressable via
the 1394 interface that are not unique to this standard. This is provided as reference information.
Annex D is an informative annex which contains a brief summary and list of major differences
between single and dual logical unit tailgates.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD

X3.****-199n

American National Standard
for Information Systems 
Information Technology
Technology
1394 to AT Attachment − Tailgate
1

Scope

This standard specifies the protocol for passing ATA and ATAPI commands over the 1394 bus. It provides a
common attachment interface for systems manufacturers, system integrators, software suppliers, and
suppliers of intelligent storage devices.
The application environment for the 1394 to AT Attachment Interface is any system that interfaces AT
Attachment storage devices via the 1394 Bus.
This standard defines the following attributes and features, required to interface AT Attachment devices via
the standard 1394/SBP-2 mechanisms:

− Register addresses and bit definitions
− Request block and status block formats
− Command and status delivery
− Tailgate Protocol
− ATA and ATAPI command set restrictions
Restrictions have been applied to the ATA and ATAPI command sets and SBP-2 protocols to simplify the
design of the tailgate. These restrictions are believed to have no material impact on tailgate performance or
capabilities. Certain 1394 architectural characteristics, such as read and write data packet transfer size, have
no bearing on this standard and are therefore not specified. These characteristics will be defined by the
customer for the various tailgate implementations and target environments. The tailgate shall have the
following limitations over those features and capabilities defined in the SBP-2 and ATA/ATAPI-4 standards:

− The tailgate shall not support 1394 isochronous capability. Only asynchronous data transfers are
supported.

− The tailgate shall support a single login at a time to each logical unit.
− The Read Multiple (C416) and Write Multiple (C516) ATA commands shall not be supported by the
tailgate.

− The Read Long (2216 and 2316) and Write Long (3216 and 3316) ATA commands shall not be
supported by the tailgate.
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− The Command Queuing and Overlap features defined by the ATA/ATAPI-4 standard shall not be
supported by the tailgate.
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2

Definitions, abbreviations, and conventions

2.1

Definitions and abbreviations

For the purposes of this American National Standard, the following definitions apply:
2.1.1 ATA (AT Attachment): ATA defines the physical, electrical, transport, and command protocols for
the internal attachment of storage devices.
2.1.2

ATAPI (AT Attachment
At tachment Packet Interface): A device implementing the Packet Command feature set.

2.1.3 command acceptance: A command is considered accepted whenever the tailgate writes to the
Command Register and the device currently selected has its BSY bit equal to zero. An exception exists for
the EXECUTE DIAGNOSTIC and DEVICE RESET command (see the ATA/ATAPI-4 standard for more detail
on these commands).
2.1.4 Command Block registers: Interface registers used for delivering commands to the device or
posting status from the device.
2.1.5 command packet: A command packet is a data structure transmitted to the device by a PACKET
command that includes the command and command parameters.
2.1.6

Control Block registers: Interface registers used for device control and to post alternate status.

2.1.7 CSR (Control and Status Register): Control or status register addressable via the 1394 bus. The
IEEE 1212 and IEEE 1394 standards define CSRs that compliant devices shall support. Those standards
also define operations applicable to CSRs. The SBP-2 standard defines additional CSRs necessary for
implementation of devices compliant to that standard. This standard defines additional CSRs necessary for
implementation of devices compliant with this standard.
2.1.8 device: Device is a storage peripheral. Only devices compliant to the ATA or ATAPI standards are
supported via tailgate. The term device throughout this document refers to peripherals compliant with the
ATA or ATAPI standards.
2.1.9 DMA (direct memory access): A means of data transfer between device and host memory without
processor intervention. When used in reference to ATA bus transfers this specifies the DMA transfer modes
defined by the ATA/ATAPI-4 standard. In tailgate configurations the tailgate assumes the role of the host
computer, as defined by the ATA/ATAPI-4 standard.
2.1.10 LBA (logical block address): This term defines the addressing of the device as being by the linear
mapping of sectors.
2.1.11 ORB (Operation Request Block): This is the data structure containing information necessary to
transport command information to a device via the 1394 bus.
2.1.12 packet delivered command: A command that is delivered to the device using the PACKET
command via a command packet that contains the command and the command parameters.
2.1.13 PIO (programmed input/output): A means of accessing device registers. This term is used only in
reference to ATA bus transfers and specifies the PIO transfer modes defined by the ATA/ATAPI-4 standard.
In tailgate configurations the tailgate assumes the role of the host computer, as defined by the ATA/ATAPI-4
standard.
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2.1.14 register: A term used to describe a read/write address on the tailgate that controls or configures
device functionality. Within this standard, three possible register address spaces are possible. The first is the
CSR space that is addressed via the 1394 bus. The other two are the ATA bus Command Block and Control
Block register spaces. See definitions of those register address spaces for more detail. The term register
shall, in the remainder of this document, refer to a register address in either the device Command Block or
control block register space.
2.1.15 register delivered command: A command that is delivered to the device by placing the command
and all of the parameters for the command in the device Command Block registers.
2.1.16 sector: A uniquely addressable set of 256 words (512 bytes).
2.1.17 signature: A unique set of values placed in the Command Block registers by the device to
differentiate register delivered command devices and packet delivered command devices.

2.2

Conventions

If there is a conflict between text, figures, and tables, the precedence shall be tables, figures, then text.
2.2.1

Keywords

Several keywords are used to differentiate between different levels of requirements and optionality, as
follows:
expected − A keyword used to describe the behavior of the hardware or software in the design models
assumed by this standard. Other hardware and software design models may also be implemented.
mandatory − A keyword indicating items to be implemented as defined by this standard.
may − A keyword that indicates flexibility of choice with no implied preference.
optional − This term describes features that are not required by this standard. However, if any optional feature
defined by the standard is implemented, it shall be done in the way defined by the standard. Describing a
feature as optional in the text is done to assist the reader.
reserved − reserved bits, bytes, words, fields, and code values are set aside for future standardization. Their
use and interpretation may be specified by future extensions to this or other standards. A reserved bit, byte,
word, or field shall be set to zero, or in accordance with a future extension to this standard. The recipient shall
not check reserved bits, bytes, words, or fields. Receipt of reserved code values in defined fields shall be
treated as an error.
shall − A keyword indicating a mandatory requirement. Designers are required to implement all such
mandatory requirements to ensure interoperability with other conforming products.
should − A keyword indicating flexibility of choice with a strongly preferred alternative. Equivalent to the
phrase “it is recommended”.
Lowercase is used for words having the normal English meaning. Certain words and terms used in this
American National Standard have a specific meaning beyond the normal English meaning. These words and
terms are defined either in clause 0 or in the text where they first appear.
The names of abbreviations, commands, fields, and acronyms used as signal names are in all uppercase
(e.g., IDENTIFY DEVICE). Fields containing only one bit are usually referred to as the "name" bit instead of
the "name" field. (See 0 for the naming convention used for naming bits.)
Names of device registers begin with a capital letter (e.g., Cylinder Low register).
Page 4
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2.2.2

Numbering

Numbers that are not immediately followed by a subscript are in decimal. Numbers may also be followed by a
subscript, for example 00110001001100112 or 1316, which indicate binary and hexadecimal numbers,
respectively.
2.2.3

ATA/ATAPI-4 Register Bit conventions

Bit names are shown in all uppercase letters except where a lowercase n precedes a bit name. If there is no
preceding n, then when BIT is set to one the meaning of the bit is true, and when BIT is cleared to zero the
meaning of the bit is false. If there is a preceding n, then when nBIT is cleared to zero the meaning of the bit
is true and when nBIT is set to one the meaning of the bit is false.
2.2.4

Ordering for data transfers

All addressing specified within this document shall be big endian ordering unless specifically identified as
otherwise.
Bytes (8-bit values) shall be represented with the most significant bit (MSb) positioned to the left. Bytes are
transmitted on the bus MSb first and LSb last.
7
(MSb)

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
(LSb)

Doublets (16-bit values) shall have the most significant byte (MSB) as the lower addressed. Doublets are
transmitted on the bus MSB first and LSB last.
MSB
Addr n

LSB
Addr n+1

Quadlets (32-bit values) shall have the most significant doublet (MSD) as the lower addressed. Quadlets are
transmitted on the bus MSD first and LSD last.
Most Significant Doublet (MSD)
MSB
LSB
Addr n
Addr n+1

Least Significant Doublet (LSD)
MSB
LSB
Addr n+2
Addr n+3

Octlets (64-bit values) shall have the most significant quadlet (MSQ) as the lower addressed. Octlets are
transmitted on the bus MSQ first and LSQ last.
Most Significant Quadlet (MSQ)
MSD
LSD
MSB
LSB
MSB
LSB
Addr n
Addr n+1
Addr n+2
Addr n+3

Least Significant Quadlet (LSQ)
MSD
LSD
MSB
LSB
MSB
LSB
Addr n+4
Addr n+5
Addr n+6 Addr n+7

The above ordering of bytes are as defined in IEEE1212, SBP-2 and within this document. The ATA-4
standard also defines byte ordering of data when data is transferred across the 16 bit ATA data bus. The
ATA-4 standard defines that the low order 8 bits of its 16 bit bus represent the data of the lower byte address
and the upper 8 bits are from the next higher address, as shown in the following illustration.
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DD
15
First transfer
Second transfer
........
Last transfer

DD
14

DD
13

DD DD DD
12 11 10
Byte (n+1)
Byte (n+3)

Byte (n+transfersize-1)

DD
9

DD
8

DD
7

DD
6

DD
5

DD DD DD
4
3
2
Byte (n)
Byte (n+2)

DD
1

DD
0

Byte (n+transfersize-2)

To insure compatibility, all tailgate implementations must comply with the byte ordering requirements on both
the 1394 interface and the ATA interface.

2.3
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CSR Specifications
This document defines the format and function of CSRs. Some of these CSRs are read-only, some are readwrite, and some have special side-effects on writes. CSR specifications include the definition, the initial value
of the CSR, the value returned when the CSR is read, and the effect(s) when the CSR is written. The
definition includes the name and size of each bit field. An example CSR is illustrated in Figure 1.
definition
most significant
unit-dependent

vendor-dependent

bus-depend sig r why not

initial values
most significant
F316

zeros

31

1

0

0

0

last write

w

0

u

u

stored

s

i

i

e

read values
most significant
last write

last update

write effects
most significant
stored

ignored

Figure 1 − CSR specification example
The CSR definition lists the names of fields. These names are descriptive, but the fields are defined in the
text; their function should not be inferred from their names. However, the following register definition fields
have standard meanings:

Name
unit dependent
vendor dependent

Table 1 − Register definition fields
Abbreviation
Definition
unit_depend
The meaning of this field shall be defined by the node’s
unit architecture.
vendor_depend
The meaning of this field shall be defined by the node’s
vendor. Within a unit architecture, the unit dependent fields
may be defined to be vendor dependent.

The CSRs defined in this document shall be initialized when powered on or reset.
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The following read field values have standard meanings:

Name
last write
last update
undefined

Table 2 − Read field values
Definition
Abbreviation
w
The value of the data field shall be the value that was
previously written to the register.
u
The value of the data field shall be the last value that was
updated by device hardware.
x
The value of the data field shall be undefined and no
assumption shall be made of its contents.

The following write-effect fields have standard meanings:

Name
stored
Ignored
effect

Table 3 − Write-effect field values
Definition
Abbreviation
s
The value of the written data field shall be immediately
visible to reads of the same register.
I
The value of the written data field shall be ignored; it shall
have no effect on the device’s state.
e
The value of the written data field shall have an effect on
the device’s state, but is not immediately visible to reads of
the same register.

The register description specifies its bus transaction read/write characteristics, as well as whether it is a
required register. A read-write register (RW) is expected to be read and written via bus transactions; a readonly register (RO) is expected to only be read; a write-only register (WO) is expected to only be written.
Although reads of WO registers and writes of RO registers are not expected, the register definition still
defines their results.
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2.4

State machines

All state machines in this standard are defined in the style illustrated by Figure 2.

state label
S0:State zero
Actions started on entry to S0

S1:State one
Actions started on entry to S1

Condition for transition from S0 to S1
S0:S1

Action taken on this transition
Condition for transition from S1 to S0
S1:S0

Action taken on this transition
transaction label

Condition for transition from S1 to S1
Action taken on this transition
S1:S1

NOTE − S1 actions are restarted
following this transition
Figure 2 − State machine example
The state machines in this standard make three assumptions:
Time elapses only within the discrete state;
State transitions are conceptually instantaneous; the only actions taken during the transition are the
setting of flags or variables and the sending of signals; and
Each time a state is entered (or reentered from itself), the actions of that state are performed.
Multiple transitions may connect two states. In this case, the transitions are uniquely labeled by appending a
character to the transition label, e.g., S0:S1a and S0:S1b.

2.5

Normative references

The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this
American National Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are
subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this American National Standard are encouraged to
investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards indicated below.
ISO/IEC 13213:1994, Control and Status Register (CSR) Architecture for Microcomputer Buses
IEEE Std 1394-1995, Standard for a High Performance Serial Bus (see patent statement)
ANSI X3.301-1997, SCSI-3 Primary Commands (SPC)
ANSI T13 1153D, AT Attachment - 4 with Packet Interface Extension (ATA/ATAPI-4)
ANSI T10 1155D, Serial Bus Protocol 2 (SBP-2)

3
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Tailgate model (Informative)
All tailgate devices implement a single management agent engine. The management agent processes
commands associated with the management of, access to and control of the command agent engines. The
initiator utilizes the management agent to gain access to a command agent. A command agent is utilized to
access a device attached to the tailgate. The SBP-2 standard defines the operations of the management
agent.
The SBP-2 standard also defines the several management functions. Some management functions are
classified as task management functions (e.g., Abort Task Set) whose functionality within a Tailgate
environment are further defined within this standard (see 0). This standard defines an extension to the
management functions of SBP-2 that controls access to devices via password protection (see 0 and 0).
For simplicity of discussion within this clause, the operation of the management agent is not included. The
remainder of this clause discusses the command agent.
Tailgate devices may be implemented as supporting either single or dual logical units. Tailgates supporting
single logical unit configurations can only control a single ATA or ATAPI device. Tailgates that support dual
logical unit configurations can control one or two ATA or ATAPI devices. Each logical unit equates to a single
ATA or ATAPI device.
The tailgate uses a fetch engine and an execution engine to process device level commands. The fetch
engine complies with the SBP-2 protocol for processing command chains. The execution engine is described
in 0. This clause and the associated block diagrams are informative and should not be considered as the only
possible, or even the suggested, implementation. This clause defines a model used in the remainder of the
document to describe the requirements of tailgate implementations. Tailgates that do not fit the model
defined in this clause but do meet the functional requirements defined in the subsequent normative clauses of
this document are possible.

3.1

Single logical unit tailgate overview

Figure 3 illustrates an example block diagram of a single logical unit tailgate. The 1394 interface block
handles all interaction with the 1394 bus. The interface block reads the configuration ROM to respond to
requests for information for configuration ROM data by other nodes. The interface block also performs read
and write functions to the CSRs of the tailgate.
The fetch engine maintains command chain context and fetches ORBs from the initiator’s ORB chain.
The execution engine accepts the ORB from the fetch engine and performs the necessary operations on the
device. The execution engine uses the throttle indication to control when the fetch engine can send another
ORB.
The execution engine uses the data in and data/status out controls to transfer data to or /from the device and
return completion status for an ORB.
The bus interface unit acts as a translator between the ATA/ATAPI data transfer protocol and the
requirements of data transfer on the 1394 bus.
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Tailgate

1394 CSRs
Data in

Bus Interface
Unit

Data/Status out

ATA/ATAPI

ATA Bus

Execution
Engine

1394 Bus
1394 Interface

Fetch
Engine

ORB
throttle

Halt fetch engine
Config ROM

ATA
or
ATAPI
Reset
control

Status out

Management
Fetch
Engine

ORB

Management
Agent
Engine

Figure 3 − Single logical unit tailgate block diagram

3.2

Dual logical unit tailgate overview

Figure 4 illustrates an example block diagram of a dual logical unit tailgate. The 1394 interface block handles
all interaction with the 1394 bus. The interface block reads the configuration ROM to respond to requests for
information for configuration ROM data by other nodes. The interface block also performs read and write
functions to the CSRs of the tailgate.
The Fetch Engine for logical unit 0 and logical unit 1 contain the necessary contextual information to maintain
separate command chain context and fetches ORBs from the initiator’s ORB chain for each device. Only a
single fetch engine can be active on the 1394 bus at once.
The execution engine accepts the ORB from the fetch engines and performs the necessary operations on the
devices. The execution engine uses the throttle indications to control when the fetch engines can send
another ORB.
The execution engine uses the data in and data/status out controls to transfer data to or /from the device and
return completion status for an ORB.
The bus interface unit acts as a translator between the ATA/ATAPI data transfer protocol and the
requirements of data transfer on the 1394 bus.
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Tailgate
ATA
or
ATAPI

1394 CSRs
Data in

Bus Interface
Unit

Data/Status out

1394 Bus
1394 Interface

Fetch
Engine

ORB
LUN
throttle
0
LUN ORB
throttle
1

Halt fetch engine
Config ROM

ATA/ATAPI

ATA Bus

Execution
Engine
ATA
or
ATAPI
Reset
control

Status out

Management
Fetch
Engine

ORB

Management
Agent
Engine

Figure 4 − Dual logical unit tailgate block diagram

3.3

Fetch engine/execution engine interface

The fetch engine interface to the execution engine provides for the passage of ORBs to the execution engine
and a throttle to control the flow of ORBs. This throttle can be viewed as a ready signal to the fetch engine
indicating when the execution engine is capable of accepting another ORB. The execution engine enables the
throttle indication to permit the fetch engine to send an ORB and disables it to stop the fetch engine from
transferring ORBs.
For single logical unit tailgates, the throttle is governed by the ability to accept commands of a single ATA or
ATAPI device.
For dual logical unit tailgates, the throttle regulates the flow to two ATA or ATAPI devices.
For dual logical unit tailgate supporting overlapped operation, the throttle adds another stage of complexity.
The execution engine must have the ability to individually control the throttles for each fetch engine. This is
required since when a device releases the ATA bus, commands may be issued to the other device.
3.3.1

Dual logical unit tailgate fetch agents

System software should not assume any overlap limitations between the two logical units. The tailgate
performs all necessary command flow control described in prior clauses. Thus the system drivers can treat a
dual-device tailgate the same in all cases and need not be concerned about whether the tailgate supports
overlap or not. Therefore, the initiator drivers never need be concerned about the type of tailgate or devices
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connected. A single software driver model works for either dual-device tailgate mode (overlap or non-overlap
capable).

3.4

Bus interface unit

The Bus Interface Unit, or BIU, provides the mechanism to move data between the 1394 and ATA buses.
Since the 1394 bus is memory mapped the BIU provides 1394 bus memory addresses for 1394 data
transactions. The BIU also handles processing of the page table, if one was provided. The BIU may utilize a
buffer to optimize the flow of data between the 1394 and ATA buses. This buffer may also permit improved
1394 bus utilization.
For reads from the device, the BIU accepts the data that was read from the ATA bus. The BIU packages the
data into one or more 1394 data packets, adds the appropriate information such as bus address and other
control information, and transmits the packet to the initiator.
For writes to the device, the BIU receives read data requests from the execution engine. The BIU then
requests the data from the initiator via a 1394 read data packet. Once the data is received from the initiator,
the BIU removes the 1394 specific control information and passes the data to the execution engine that
sends the data to the appropriate device.
For completion status, the BIU receives a data packet containing the current Command Block register
contents. The BIU adds the 1394 control information and writes the 16 byte data packet to the status posting
address. The format of this status packet is found in 0.

3.5

Initiator processing

This clause provides a summary of the initiator’s responsibilities and functionality in operation of tailgates.
This clause addresses tailgate and device configuration and normal command processing. For more details
on these topics, including register and Command Block definitions, see clauses 0 and 0. These provide
details on the CSR and ORB definitions, respectively.
The ATA bus provides several timing modes and speeds. The initiator identifies timing capabilities for the
tailgate and the tailgate’s attached device(s). The initiator uses that capability information to configure the
tailgate and device(s) so that data transfers performed occur with the correct speed and protocol between the
tailgate and device(s).
The initiator places the desired command within an ORB structure. Depending upon the function to be
performed, the initiator sets bits and fields within the ORB. The initiator then signals availability of the ORB to
the tailgate. Once the ORB has been constructed and placed in the ORB chain for execution, the initiator
waits for the operation to complete and return status.
The tailgate fetches the ORB from the initiator. The tailgate utilizes the information in the ORB to perform the
requested action. The tailgate processes the ORB, issues the command to the device, transfers data, reads
Command Block registers at command completion, and returns their contents via the status block.
3.5.1

Time-outs

The initiator provides for recovery of command requests to the tailgate that do not complete. The tailgate
does not provide any detection of non-responsive (hung) devices. Therefore, the initiator should provide
suitable time-out mechanisms for requests. A time-out period is not defined by the tailgate standard. Any
time-out period would be device or command specific, therefore no fixed standard time-out period applies.
The initiator should provide reasonable time-out periods for commands based upon device performance. If a
time-out period should be reached by the initiator, it should use the Abort Task, Abort Task Set, or Target
Reset management ORB functions to clear the non-responsive (hung) device condition in the tailgate.
These functions are described in 0. Processing following a time-out and subsequent recovery mechanism are
dependent upon the operation being performed and are not covered by this standard.

4
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Protocol definitions
4.1

Access
Acc ess and security

The tailgate shall provide security against intrusion via the 1394 interface by unauthorized users/initiators.
This security mechanism is not intended to guard against theft or prevent access to the device via a system
that has valid access to the device. Every device attached via a tailgate shall have, at a minimum, access
protection against unauthorized users or initiator as defined in this standard.
To access a device, the initiator shall first complete a successful login. Access to a device is restricted to the
initiator which is logged in. Only the logged in initiator has access to the set of command agent registers used
to perform device level commands (e.g., reads and writes).
Security is implemented by restricting access to the device to only authorized users/initiators. Authorization is
granted by use of a password (or lack of one) in the Login ORB used by the initiator to request access. This
standard provides support for the setting of an eight byte password.
4.1.1

Access security model

An initiator, at any particular time, is either logged in (and has access to the device) or logged out. When no
initiator is logged in the device is in the off-line state. Otherwise, the device is in the online state. The device
shall enter the off-line state after a power on.
The logical unit’s password value shall be preserved through a power off/on cycle and shall be changeable
via the Set Password function.
A successful login will transition the logical unit from off-line state to the online state. The tailgate shall only
support a single login per logical unit. Any attempt to login to a logical unit which already has an existing login
shall be rejected by the tailgate. Dual logical unit tailgates shall support the ability for logins from different
initiators. A successful logout will transition the logical unit from the online state to the off-line state. After a
bus reset the initiator has one second to reconnect to the tailgate before it loses its reconnection privilege.
The logical unit’s password is set via the Set Password function. This command can only be issued by an
initiator which currently has access to the logical unit (i.e., is online).
Login, Logout and Set Password functions are processed by the management agent (defined in SBP-2). Any
initiator may issue commands to the management agent. It is the responsibility of the management agent to
implement the security functions described here.
Access to the logical unit is limited to the logged in initiator.
Figure 5 contains a state diagram for this security model followed by more detailed descriptions of the states
and transitions.
Tailgates may be shipped with the password(s) programmed to all zeros. This is a default password that
initiators should attempt to use to login to newly detected logical units. If a logical unit is shipped with a
password programmed other than the default password the provider shall include the password to enable the
user to successfully install and use the tailgate.
SBP-2 defines a Reconnect ORB whose purpose is to allow the initiator which was logged in to a logical unit
to re-secure (Reconnect) its ownership of the device after a 1394 bus device reset. If a valid Reconnect is
received within 1 second after a bus device reset from an initiator whose is requesting to reconnect to the
logical unit to which it was logged into before the bus device reset, the tailgate shall re-establish access
permissions for that initiator.
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A separate access state and password value shall be maintained for each logical unit supported by the
tailgate.
A login retry counter is implemented by the tailgate that counts the number of successive, invalid login
attempts. If the value of the retry counter exceeds a maximum value (max), then all login attempts whether
valid or not shall be treated as an invalid login request. The purpose of the retry count is to increase the level
of difficulty for an intruder to circumvent the security provided by the password field. The retry count shall be
maintained on a per logical unit basis. The retry count shall not be maintained on a per initiator or any other
basis. The retry count shall have a maximum value of three and implementation of the retry counter shall be
mandatory.
NOTE − Implementation of the retry counter must prevent possible roll over of the retry
counter from re-enabling login attempts after max unsuccessful login attempts.
The Query Login command has no affect on the access security state and is processed regardless of
whether the requesting node is logged in or not.
Other management ORBs (task management and undefined/unsupported command values) have no effect
on the access security state. However, the tailgate shall not respond to task management functions from an
initiator other than the logged in initiator.
S0: Offline

S1: Online
Login (password = device password) and
Retry Count < max

S0:S1
Power on / reset

S1:S1a

Return successful login response
Update Status FIFO address

Any:S0
Retry Count = 0

S0:S0a

S0:S0b

Login invalid password

S1:S0

S1:S1b

S1:S1c

Report status = good completion
Retry Count ++
Login with Retry Count>= max

S1:S1d

Report status = good completion

S0:S0c

S0:S0d

Set Password

S1:S1e

Invalid Logout
Report status = good completion
Invalid Set Password
Report status = good completion
Reconnect- Good EUI-64 and Login ID
Report status = good completion
Update Status_FIFO address
Reconnect- Bad EUI-64 or Login ID
Report status = access denied

Report status = good completion
Logout

S1:S1f

Report status = good completion

S0:S0e

Login (any initiator)
Report status = good completion

Valid Logout
Report status = good completion
Retry Count = 0

S2: Wait Reconnect

Reconnect
Report status = access denied

Set Password
Set new Password value
Report status = good completion
Serial Bus Reset

S1:S2

Start Reconnect Timeout
Reconnect

S0:S0f

S2:S1

Bus reset
Reestablish Login

Reconnect Timeout
S2:S0
Logout Initiator

Figure 5 − Access security state diagram
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Transition Any:S0. At power-on the logical unit shall transition to the S0 state and set the retry count to zero.
State S0. In this state the drive is in the Off-line state. There is no logged in initiator for the logical unit.
Transition S0:S1. When a Management ORB containing a Login function with a password that matches the
logical unit’s programmed password is fetched, the tailgate shall log that initiator in and grant it sole access to
the device.
Transition S0:S0a. A login function shall not be accepted if the supplied password does not match the logical
unit’s programmed password. Rejected login requests shall increment the retry count by one. Status
indicating normal (good) completion shall be returned even no action has been taken.
Transition S0:S0b. A Login function shall not be accepted if the retry count has exceeded its maximum
allowed value. Status indicating normal (good) completion shall be returned even though no action has been
taken.
Transition S0:S0c. A Set Password function shall be ignored. Status indicating normal (good) completion
shall be returned even though no action has been taken.
Transition S0:S0d. A Logout function shall be ignored. Status indicating normal (good) completion shall be
returned even though no action has been taken.
Transition S0:S0e. A Reconnect function shall be ignored. Status indicating access denied shall be returned
to indicate that the function failed.
Transition S0:S0f. A Bus.Reset shall cause no state change.
State S1. In this state, the logical unit is in the Online state. The tailgate shall fetch Command Block ORBs
and Management Agent ORBs at the addresses specified by the initiator.
Transition S1:S0. When a Management ORB containing a valid Logout function is fetched the hard disk
drive shall log the initiator out and transition to the S0 state. A valid logout can only occur if: it is issued by the
logged in initiator; the fetch agent for the logical unit is in the suspended state; and, the task set for the logical
unit is empty. Upon completion of a successful logout function the retry count shall be set to zero.
Transition S1:S1a. A Login function shall be ignored. Status indicating normal (good) completion shall be
returned even though no action has been taken.
Transition S1:S1b. An invalid Logout function shall be ignored. Status indicating normal (good) completion
shall be returned even though no action has been taken.
Transition S1:S1c. An invalid Set Password function shall be ignored. Status indicating normal (good)
completion shall be returned even though no action has been taken.
Transition S1:S1d. A Reconnect function with a good EUI-64 and Login ID shall force the tailgate to update
the command block status_FIFO address. Status indicating normal (good) completion shall be returned.
Transition S1:S1e. A Reconnect function with an incorrect EUI-64 or Login ID shall be ignored. Status
indicating access denied shall be returned.
Transition S1:S1f. When a Management ORB containing a valid Set Password function is fetched the new
password value shall be accepted and saved. Status indicating normal (good) completion shall be returned.
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Transition S1:S2. When the tailgate receives a Serial Bus Reset it shall start the Reconnect Time-out timer
and wait until either the timer reaches one second or a Management ORB containing the Reconnect function
is fetched from the initiator logged in prior to the bus reset
State S2. In this state the logical is in the Wait for Reconnect state. No commands can be fetched by either
the Command Agent or the Management Agent.
Transition S2:S1. When a Management ORB containing a Reconnect function with a valid Login_ID is
fetched the tailgate shall log that initiator in and grant it sole access to the associated logical unit. The logical
unit shall transition to the Online state, S1, and return status indicating normal (good) command completion.
Transition S2:S0. When the Reconnect Time-out timer reaches one second, the tailgate shall log out the
initiator logged in prior to the bus reset and transition to the Off-line state, S0.

4.2

Task management

SBP-2 specifies a set of functions required for basic task management of 1394 devices. This clause details
the specific tailgate response or actions after receiving one of these task management functions. Definition of
the terminology and states used in subsequent clauses may be found in the SBP-2 document. Table 4 lists
the behavior of the tailgate for each initiator action or abnormal command termination.
Table 4 − Reset definitions for tailgate
Reset Type

ATA
Reset

ATA
SRST

Device
Reset

Fetch
Engine

Cmd
Exec.

Mgmt.

Login

Timing
Modes

Power on

B

N

N

BR

B

B

B

B

Bus

B

N

N

BR

B

B

B1

B

Command

B

N

N

BR

B

B

B

B

ATA/ATAPI
Error

N

N

N

TD

N

N

N

N

Abort Task

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Abort Task Set

N

B

T

BD

B

N

N

N

Target Reset

B

N

N

BD

B

N

N

B

Logout2

N

N

N

TR

T

N

T

N

T = unique to a logical unit, B = affects both logical units, N = no effect on either logical unit, D = fetch engine
goes to dead state, R = reset
NOTE 1 − For each logical unit reconnect is accepted within one second following Bus Reset. If reconnect does
not occur within one second of Bus Reset the Fetch Engine for that logical unit transitions to the reset state.
NOTE 2 − May be rejected if commands are outstanding for that logical unit.

4.2.1

ATA/ATAPI resets

There are three types of reset defined by the ATA/ATAP-4 standard: ATA Hard Reset, ATA Soft Reset, and
Device Reset. There are several types of resets defined by SBP-2 standard. The SBP-2 reset functions
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cannot be mapped to the ATA resets. The following paragraphs define how SBP-2 defined resets are to be
implemented on a tailgate device.
The tailgate execution engine shall accept all reset functions regardless of the state of the execution engine,
or the state of the fetch engine. One of the primary reasons for issuing reset functions is to clear nonresponsive (hung) device conditions in either the device or the tailgate. If resets were issued via the
command agent (i.e., the command is appended to the linked list of outstanding commands), then reset
would either never be executed (due to the hang condition) or, when it is processed, the desired effect may
no longer be necessary. For this reason SBP-2 reset functions are issued via the management agent
mechanism rather than the command agent mechanism which is used to process normal register delivered
or packet delivered command ORBs.
4.2.1.1 Soft resets
The Abort Task Set function maps into the two soft reset functions performed on the ATA interface. Specific
functions performed by the Abort Task Set function are defined in 0. The Abort Task Set utilizes the Device
Reset (0816) command, a register delivered command, and the ATA soft reset, a bit in the ATA Device
Control Block register .
4.2.1.2 Hard reset
The ATA Hard Reset may be issued via the Target Reset ORB function. The tailgate implements the hard
reset function by activating the RESET- line on the ATA bus. This causes a hardware reset function to all
devices on the ATA bus. After performing a Target Reset function the initiator shall be responsible for
reconfiguration of the devices. Specific functions performed by the Target Reset function are defined in 0.
4.2.2

Abort Task

SBP-2 defines the Abort Task function as being implemented both as a management ORB and a command
ORB. If an initiator is attempting to abort a command (task), that task was previously linked into a task set
from which the fetch agent is obtaining commands. When the need to abort the task arises, the initiator has
no means of knowing whether or not the task to be aborted has been fetched, if it had been fetched whether
or not it has begun execution, and if it has begun execution how far into the execution process the command
has proceeded. To abort the task the initiator first changes rq_fmt from a value of zero, the normal value for
commands to be processed, to a value of three, indicating a Dummy ORB. After the initiator makes this
change, it may issue an Abort Task with the appropriate identification parameters to indicate which ORB is to
be aborted. Because of the delay in issuing the Abort Task within the initiator and the delay of fetching and
processing of the Abort Task within the device, there is no guarantee that the Abort Task will ever “catch up”
to the command that is to be aborted.
Tailgates shall recognize Dummy ORBs placed on the command agent’s command chain. When the tailgate
fetches a Dummy ORB it shall return REQUEST ABORTED status and perform no other processing of the
Dummy ORB.
It is expected that tailgates will not abort tasks in response to Abort Task functions. The SBP-2 standard
permits implementations to ignore Abort Task functions and return no error status. Since devices provide no
mechanism to abort commands, other than the reset functions, it is expected that tailgates shall not perform
any actual processing of Abort Task functions other than returning no error status.
4.2.3

Abort Task Set

Tailgates shall implement the Abort Task Set function. The Abort Task Set function performs an Device
Reset and ATA Soft Reset function, in addition to the standard SBP-2 function of clearing any active
commands. The Abort Task Set function can therefore be used when the initiator wishes to cause an ATA
Soft Reset or Device Reset to the selected logical unit. Figure 6 below illustrates the processing the tailgate
performs when an Abort Task Set function is received.
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Figure 6 − Abort Task Set flowchart

In addition to Figure 6 above, the text that follows provides additional detail on the processing of Abort Task
Set functions.
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1. While a device controlled by the other logical unit is selected and active, receipt of an Abort Task Set
shall result in function rejected status.
The initiator shall be responsible for recovery mechanisms such as retrying the Abort Task Set function.
The initiator may choose to use the Target Reset function as the final step of its recovery mechanism.
The Target Reset function will, however, abort any background tasks devices may be performing such as
an audio play operation on an ATAPI CD-ROM. Therefore Target Reset should be the solution of last
resort for the initiator.
2. The tailgate shall cause the fetch engine for the logical unit to transition to the Dead state. If the tailgate
supports dual logical units then the fetch engine for both logical units shall transition to the Dead state.
A fetch engine may have an outstanding request pending. The fetch engine shall not wait for the
response to be received prior to entering the Dead state. It is the initiators responsibility to either prevent
any outstanding responses from being transmitted or delaying the re-enabling of the fetch engines until all
such responses have been sent. The tailgate shall ignore responses to any fetch requests while it is in
the dead state.
3. The tailgate shall not issue any further data transfer requests on the 1394 bus for logical unit 0. The
tailgate shall not wait for responses for pending data transfers on the 1394 bus to complete. If the tailgate
supports dual logical units then the same processing shall apply for both logical units.
An execution engine or BUI may have outstanding data requests pending. These engines shall not wait
for the response to be received prior to executing the remaining functions of the Target Reset. It is the
initiator’s responsibility to either prevent any outstanding responses from transmitted or delaying the reenabling of the fetch engines and issuing of any new commands until all such responses have been sent.
The tailgate shall ignore responses to any data transfer requests until a new command is received.
4. The tailgate shall issue a Device Reset to the destination logical unit. For both single and dual logical unit
configurations the Device Reset shall only be issued to the logical unit specified by the Abort Task Set
management ORB.
5. The tailgate shall perform an ATA Soft Reset function. The Abort Task Set function shall not return status
until the reset function has completed.
If the tailgate implements the dual logical unit model as two separate ATA channels (cables) then the
ATA Soft Reset shall be issued to both ATA buses.
Tailgate configurations that use other mechanisms to permit overlapped processing, other than ATAPI
Overlap, or packet command devices that are reset by ATA Soft Reset may have commands in progress
terminated by the ATA Soft Reset. These configurations shall still be considered compliant tailgate
configurations. The modification is that the overlapped device’s command is terminated and thus never
completes. The initiator detects this occurrence via the unsolicited status .
6. If the tailgate supports dual logical units then an unsolicited status shall be posted for that logical unit of
Task Set Aborted to notify that initiator that the associated fetch engine was transitioned to the Dead
state and that outstanding data transfers and commands may have been aborted.
NOTE − The posting of the unsolicited status does not occur unless the Unsolicited Status
Enable semaphore is set. Otherwise, the unsolicited status is not posted and processing
continues with step 7.
7. The tailgate shall store a completion status for the Abort Task Set function indicating Function Complete.
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4.2.4

Target Reset

Tailgates shall implement the Target Reset function. The Target Reset function performs an ATA Hard Reset
in addition to the standard SBP-2 processing. This function can therefore be used by the initiator to cause an
ATA Hard Reset on the tailgate. The text that follows provides additional detail on the processing of Target
Reset functions.
1. The tailgate shall process the Target Reset regardless of the state of the ATA bus, any associated
execution engine condition, any data transfer state or any fetch engine state.
2. The tailgate shall cause the fetch engine for the logical unit to transition to the Dead state. If the tailgate
supports dual logical units then the fetch engine for both logical units shall transition to the Dead state.
A fetch engine may have an outstanding request pending. The fetch engine shall not wait for the
response to be received prior to entering the Dead state. It is the initiators responsibility to either prevent
any outstanding responses from being transmitted or delaying the re-enabling of the fetch engines until all
such responses have been sent. The tailgate shall ignore responses to any fetch requests while it is in
the dead state.
3. The tailgate shall not issue any further data transfer requests on the 1394 bus for logical unit 0. The
tailgate shall not wait for responses for pending data transfers on the 1394 bus to complete. If the tailgate
supports dual logical units then the same processing shall apply for both logical units.
An execution engine or BUI may have outstanding data requests pending. These engines shall not wait
for the response to be received prior to executing the remaining functions of the Target Reset. It is the
initiator’s responsibility to either prevent any outstanding responses from transmitted or delaying the reenabling of the fetch engines and issuing of any new commands until all such responses have been sent.
The tailgate shall ignore responses to any data transfer requests until a new command is received.
4. The tailgate shall perform an ATA Hard Reset function. The Target Reset function shall not return status
until the ATA Hard Reset function has completed.
If the tailgate implements the dual logical unit model as two separate ATA channels (cables) then the
ATA Hard Reset shall be issued to both ATA buses.
The ATA standard requires that the RESET signal be asserted for no less than 25µs. The tailgate shall
assert and then deassert the RESET signal in compliance with this requirement.
5. The tailgate shall store completion status for the Target Reset function indicating Function Complete. If
the tailgate supports dual logical units the tailgate shall post an unsolicited status to the other logical unit.

4.3

Tailgate command level protocols

The tailgate performs all operations related to execution of ATA or ATAPI commands on the ATA bus. The
tailgate determines what operations need to be performed based on information supplied in the ORB. The
initiator places the necessary parameters into the ORB and interprets the values returned by the tailgate in
the Status Block, but does not perform any portion of the device bus operation.
The tailgate uses two logical engines, the fetch engine and the execution engine. These blocks may not be
separate in the actual implementation, but are considered as separate functional blocks for the purpose of
description of functionality and for clarity.
Figure 7 illustrates the command processing performed by the tailgate to handle device commands. Upon
receiving a command the execution engine determines whether the command contains a register delivered or
packet delivered command. The use of rd in Figure 7 indicates the command is a register delivered
command. In either command case, the tailgate shall also identify whether data transfer is required. It
examines the data_size field in the ORB to determine this. If data_size is zero then no data transfer is
required for this command request. Otherwise the tailgate must examine the p bit to determine whether
direct (address specified in ORB) or indirect buffer addressing (specified via a page table) is being used. If
the p bit is zero, direct buffer addressing is being used and the data_descriptor field provides the address of
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the data buffer while the data_size field specifies the number of bytes within the buffer. If the p bit is one,
indirect buffer address is being used and the data_descriptor field provides the address of a page table, while
the data_size field specifies the number of elements in the page table. The d bit indicates the direction of the
data transfer. Complete details on the definition and processing of these fields may be found in the SBP-2
standard. By interpreting these bits and fields, the tailgate can determine the length, address, and direction of
the data transfer to be performed on the 1394 bus. Figure 7 provides a flowchart of the basic processing for
device commands. This clause builds upon the foundation provided by that flowchart.
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Figure 7 − Register and packet delivered command processing
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Table 5 − Command Block registers summary (read)
Register name
Register name
Description
for register
for packet
delivered
delivered
command
command
devices
devices
Data
Data
The tailgate provides no direct access to the data register. The
tailgate automates all data transfer to or from the ATA/ATAPI
device(s) performed via the Data register including delivery of
ATAPI command packets.
Error
Error
The tailgate provides the value of the Error register via the
status block returned at the completion of commands. This
value provides information on error occurrences when bit 0 of
the Status register is set.
Sector_Count
Interrupt rRason The tailgate provides the value of the Sector_Count (called x
for ATAPI devices) register via the status block returned at the
completion of commands.
The ATAPI Interrupt Reason register provides detail on the
cause of an ATAPI device generated interrupt.
Sector_Number
reserved
The tailgate provides the value of the Sector_Number (called x
LBA (7:0) 1
for ATAPI devices) register via the status block returned at the
completion of commands.
Cylinder_High
Byte Count
The tailgate provides the value of the Cylinder_High (called x
LBA (15:8) 1
(high)
for ATAPI devices) register via the status block returned at the
completion of commands.
ATAPI devices redefine this register as the Byte Count (high)
register, used in conjunction with the Byte Count (low) register,
as a doublet byte counter. It indicates the number of bytes to
be transferred at each data request.
Cylinder_Low
Byte Count
The tailgate provides the value of the Cylinder_Low (called x
LBA (23:16) 1
(low)
for ATAPI devices) register via the status block returned at the
completion of commands.
ATAPI devices redefine this register as the Byte Count (low)
register, used in conjunction with the Byte Count (high)
register, as a doublet byte counter. It indicates the number of
bytes to be transferred at each data request.
Device_Head
Drive_Head
The tailgate provides the value of the Device_Head register
LBA (27:24)1
via the status block returned at the completion of commands.
Status
Status
The tailgate provides the value of the Status (called x for
ATAPI devices) register via the status block returned at the
completion of commands.

NOTE 1 − Register delivered command devices support Logical Block Addressing (LBA) and the specified
registers are redefined to contain the indicated bits of a 28-bit LBA when bit 6 of the Device_Head register
is set to 1.
NOTE 2 − The offset is in bytes from the base address of the Command Block registers.
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Table 6 − Command Block registers summary (write)
Register name
Register name
Description
for register
for packet
delivered
delivered
command
command
devices
devices
Data
Data
The tailgate provides no direct access to the data register. The
tailgate automates all data transfer to or from the ATA/ATAPI
device(s) performed via the Data register including delivery of
ATAPI command packets.
Features
Features
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Sector_Count
reserved
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Sector_Number
reserved
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
LBA (7:0) 1
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Cylinder_High
Byte Count
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
LBA (15:8) 1
(high)
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Cylinder_Low
Byte Count
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
LBA (23:16) 1
(low)
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Device_Head
Drive Select
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
LBA (27:24) 1
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.
Command
Command
The initiator writes this register via the ATA device ORB. The
tailgate provides no other direct write access to this register.

NOTE 1 − Register delivered command devices support Logical Block Addressing (LBA) and the specified
registers are redefined to contain the indicated bits of a 28-bit LBA when bit 6 of the Device_Head register
is set to 1.
NOTE 2 − The offset is in bytes from the base address of the Command Block registers.
NOTE − The Alternate Status and Device Control registers are not addressable by the
initiator via the tailgate. The tailgate standard defines other mechanisms for generating the
ATA SRST function provided in the Device Control register. Control of the interrupt enable is
left to the tailgate which intercepts and processes device interrupts. There is no mechanism
to poll the Alternate Status register provided via a tailgate.
The packet command is sent using the packet interface protocol defined in ATA/ATAPI-4. The packet
delivered command protocol redefines the meaning of the Command Block registers used during the
processing of the packet command. Packet delivered command devices also accept register delivered
commands, including several new commands unique to packet delivered command devices. These register
delivered commands are issued to the device using the register delivered command protocol.
The PACKET command, defined by ATA/ATAPI-4, provides the means of issuing a command to a packet
delivered command device. Various standards or specifications define these packet commands for devices
such as CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-E, floppy, PD, tape, and others.
The packet delivered command protocol requires that the Command Block registers be setup prior to sending
the command packet including writing the command register with A016, the PACKET command. The tailgate
shall set up the Command Block registers, issue the PACKET command, and send the command packet to
the device.
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4.3.1

Register delivered command protocol

For a register delivered command sent to the tailgate, the seven Command Block registers, excluding the
Data register, will be used as the payload in the command block portion of the ORB. Table 5 and Table 6 list
the definition of the Command Block registers. Full details on the meaning and usage of these registers may
be found in the ATA standard.
The tailgate shall write the seven Command Block register bytes to the device. The Device/Head register
shall be the first written and the Command register shall be the last written by the tailgate. Order of transfer of
all other registers is not defined.
The initiator shall assume responsibility for detecting non-responsive (hung) devices via time-outs or other
mechanisms. The tailgate provides no built-in time-out mechanisms to detect conditions that result in
commands that never reach completion. The initiator shall detect non-responsive (hung) devices and perform
recovery actions such as Abort Task Set or Target Reset, as defined in 0.
4.3.1.1 Initiating commands
The execution engine shall not accept commands for a device, from the fetch engine, while that device’s BSY
bit is set in the Status register. As each command completes, and the BSY bit is reset, the execution engine
accepts another command from the fetch engine and processes it. Therefore, the initiator may build a list of
commands while the fetch engine will read and pass the commands to the execution engine as the execution
engine, and device, become available to process another command.
The tailgate’s register delivered command request provides a mechanism to read the current contents of the
Command Block registers without issuing a command to the connected device(s). When the tailgate receives
such a command it shall return the current Command Block register contents without modifying the existing
Command Block registers, other than the Device/Head register. The tailgate may need to write the
Device/Head register to select the correct device prior to reading the Command Block registers. The tailgate
shall not interrupt operation of any command currently being processed by the execution engine to respond to
a request to read the Command Block registers.
4.3.1.2 Data transfers
The execution engine performs the data transfer processing on the device bus. For reads from the device,
the data is sent to the Bus Interface Unit for transmission on the 1394 bus. The Bus Interface Unit handles
the 1394 bus addressing required to complete the data transfer operation. For writes to the device, the data is
received from the Bus Interface Unit and sent to the device using either PIO or DMA transfer mode,
depending upon the transfer mode selected in the command. The processing required for data transfer on
the 1394 bus and device bus are therefore logically separate, although no assumption is made about the
actual implementation of these two mechanisms.
When performing PIO, the tailgate waits for the DRQ to be set in the device’s Status register. Once it sees
the DRQ it may transfer up to 512 bytes of data. The size of the each burst depends upon the buffering
capacity of the tailgate and is not defined by this standard. After transferring 512 bytes the tailgate will check
the data transfer size specified in the command. If it has reached zero, the data transfer part of the request is
completed.
When performing DMA, the tailgate performs the transfer in accordance with the protocol appropriate for the
DMA mode until the amount of data specified by the command has been transferred. Once this has occurred,
the data transfer part of the request is completed.
A field in the command block for registered delivered command blocks specifies the number of 512 byte
blocks to be transferred for this command. The execution engine shall transfer the specified number of blocks
in the direction specified by the command. The tailgate may also use other mechanisms, such as monitoring
the DRQ bit in the Status Block register, to determine command complete. However, the device shall not
transfer more data than specified by the block count field. If the size of the data transfer specified by the block
count field and the device command (sector_count for read and write operations) are not equal the tailgate
may enter a non-responsive (hung) state. The tailgate may not detect and recover from this condition without
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initiator intervention. The initiator shall have appropriate time-out mechanisms to detect and initiate the
appropriate recovery mechanism from this non-responsive (hung) state.
If the size of the transfer specified by the transfer size field in the command and the block count do not define
the same transfer length then the tailgate may enter a non-responsive (hung) state. The initiator must
implement appropriate time-out mechanisms to detect this condition and use the appropriate task
management function, see 0, to recover from the “hang” condition. The Abort Task Set or Target Reset
functions will provide the necessary functionality to recover the tailgate from this condition. Use of the Target
Reset function may affect operations in progress on packet delivered command devices connected to the
same ATA channel as the non-responsive (hung) register delivered command device. It is therefore
recommended that for dual logical unit configurations, in particular, the Abort Task Set function be used
rather than Target Reset.
4.3.1.3 Command completion
If a command results in an error, detected by the tailgate by the setting of the ERR bit in the Status register,
then the tailgate fetch engine is forced into the dead state. This is the normal processing specified for SBP-2
compliant devices which result in an error. If the command completed without error, ERR bit in Status register
reset, then the execution engine indicates its readiness to accept another command from the fetch engine.
Whether the command resulted in an error or not the Command Block registers are returned in the SBP-2
status block as defined in 0prior to accepting the next command from the fetch engine.
4.3.2

ATAPI command operation

The initiator builds a packet delivered command request in memory and submits it to the tailgate using the
protocol defined in the SBP-2 standard. This clause specifies the special processing required for operation of
the tailgate with packet delivered commands. Figure 7 provides a flowchart of the basic processing for
register delivered and packet delivered commands. This clause builds upon the foundation provided by that
flowchart.
4.3.2.1 Initiating commands
The execution engine will not accept commands from the fetch engine while the BSY bit is set in the Status
register. As each command completes and the BSY bit in the Status register is reset, the execution engine
will accept another command from the fetch engine and process it. Therefore the initiator may build a list of
commands while the fetch engine will read and pass the commands to the execution engine as the execution
engine becomes available to process another command.
The tailgate shall write the Features register prior to issuing the PACKET command by writing the appropriate
command code (A016) to the Command register. This is to ensure that the correct transfer mode is selected
prior to issuing the packet command to the device. The tailgate may detect that a device does not enter the
command packet transfer phase within the appropriate period of time and return a transport error.
4.3.2.2 Data transfers
The execution engine performs the data transfer processing on the device bus. For reads from the device,
the data is sent to the Bus Interface Unit for transmission on the 1394 bus. The Bus Interface Unit handles
the 1394 bus addressing required to complete the data transfer operation. For writes to the device, the data is
received from the Bus Interface Unit and sent to the device using either PIO or DMA transfer mode,
depending upon the transfer mode specified by the command. The processing required for data transfer on
the 1394 bus and device bus are therefore logically separate, although no assumption is made about the
actual implementation of these two mechanisms.
When performing PIO, the tailgate waits for the DRQ to be set in the device’s Status register. Once the DRQ
occurs, the tailgate reads the Byte Count registers to determine the size of the requested transfer. The size of
the each burst depends upon the buffering capacity of the tailgate and is not defined by this standard. The
tailgate shall use the transfer size specified in the command to determine the maximum transfer size. It shall
not exceed this maximum transfer size.
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When performing DMA mode transfers, the tailgate performs that transfer in accordance with the protocol
appropriate for the DMA mode. The tailgate shall use the transfer size specified in the command to determine
the maximum transfer size. It shall not exceed this maximum transfer size.
Since devices indicate command completion as a discrete event, the tailgate can detect the completion of
device commands. Thus even though the size of the transfer specified by the command request block and
the values in the command packet do not define the same transfer length, the tailgate shall not enter a nonresponsive (hung) state. Rather, the tailgate should treat this as an error condition and transition the fetch
engine to the Dead state. The status post should indicate the Transfer Length Mismatch transport error.
4.3.2.3 Command completion
completi on
If a command results in an error, detected by the tailgate by the setting of the CHK bit in the Status register,
then the tailgate fetch engine is forced into the dead state. This is the normal processing specified for SBP-2
devices which result in an error. If the command completed without error, CHK bit in the Status register reset,
then the execution engine indicates its readiness to accept another command from the fetch engine. Whether
the command resulted in an error or not the Command Block registers are returned in the SBP-2 status block
as defined in 0prior to accepting the next command from the fetch engine.

4.4

Dual logical units

Under normal operating conditions, the tailgate shall maintain separate command agent contexts for each
logical unit of a dual logical unit tailgate. Fetching of ORBs from the ORB chain of one logical unit shall have
no relationship to that of the other logical unit. Occurrences of errors and other unexpected conditions, such
as resets, may affect the fetch processing of both logical units of a tailgate. The specific cases where actions
or conditions that affect the fetch operation of both logical units exist the specific processing associated with
that action or condition is detailed.
Although the tailgate shall maintain separate ORB chains for each logical unit the logical units will typically be
on a shared ATA bus. Thus only a single device can be executing a command at once. Even though only one
device can be executing a command at a time there should be a mechanism to regulate the flow to the two
devices such that one device is not starved out by a very active device on the other logical unit. Some
fairness algorithm should be provided to allow each device on the tailgate to receive commands regardless of
activity on the other device.

5
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Command and status registers (CSRs)
5.1

Core CSRs

A number of core CSRs are required by ISO/IEC 13213:1994, IEEE 1394-1995 and SBP-2 in any compliant
implementation. The tailgate is a compliant implementation and shall implement those required CSRs. See
annex C for additional information.
Optional registers in excess of this minimal set may be implemented within devices for any purpose;
however, initiator systems and software shall not require these optional registers to provide support for
primary functionality of compliant devices and shall provide support for the primary functionality of devices
that do not support optional registers.

5.2

Tailgate specific CSRs

This standard defines two additional CSRs that shall be implemented by a tailgate compliant device. A
separate set of these CSRs shall be implemented for each logical unit supported by the tailgate device. The
following CSRs shall be implemented by a tailgate compliant device.
5.2.1

ATA timing and control registers

The two additional CSRs are ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY and ATA_TIMING_SELECT. Each CSR is one
quadlet in length. The ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY CSR reports the ATA timing capabilities of the tailgate.
The ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR permits configuration of the ATA interface timing by the initiator. The
location of these CSRs in the initial units space is relative to the base address of the command agent CSRs.
The base address of the command agent CSRs is specified by the command_agent field from the login
response. The relative offset value is specified in bytes.
Table 7 − ATA timing capability and selection CSRs
Relative offset

CSR name

2016

ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY

2416

ATA_TIMING_SELECT

Description
A read-only CSR that reports the ATA mode timing
capability for the logical unit.
A read/write CSR that controls the timing of the ATA
interface for the logical unit.

If a tailgate implements dual logical units, a separate set of these CSRs (and the command agent CSRs)
exist for each logical unit.
5.2.1.1 ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY CSR
This CSR allows the initiator to determine the ATA interface transfer modes the tailgate supports. The initiator
reads this CSR to determine which PIO and DMA modes the tailgate supports. The initiator issues an
IDENTIFY DEVICE command to the device to determine the device capabilities. Based on these two sets of
capabilities, the initiator may program the tailgate ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR and issue the appropriate
SET FEATURES command to the device. The initiator shall select timings supported by both the device and
the tailgate to ensure proper operation. Figure 8 contains the specification for this CSR.
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Figure 8 − ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITIES CSR specification
The PIO_modes field indicates the ATA bus PIO transfer modes the tailgate supports. More than a single bit
may be set to indicate support of more than a single PIO transfer mode. A bit set to one indicates support for
that respective transfer mode by the tailgate. A bit set to zero indicates the respective transfer mode is not
supported by the tailgate. Support for PIO mode 0 is mandatory for all tailgates. The value of the remaining
supported mode bits are dependent upon the transfer modes supported by the tailgate. The ‘v’ nomenclature
indicates the implementation specific bits in the initial value definition for the ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY
CSR.
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5-7

Definition
PIO Mode 0 capable
PIO Mode 1 capable
PIO Mode 2 capable
PIO Mode 3 capable
PIO Mode 4 capable
Reserved

The DMA_modes field indicates the ATA bus DMA transfer modes the tailgate supports. More than a single
bit may be set to indicate support of more than a single DMA transfer mode. A bit set to one indicates support
for that respective transfer mode by the tailgate. A bit set to zero indicates the respective transfer mode is not
supported by the tailgate. The value of the remaining supported mode bits are dependent upon the transfers
modes supported by the tailgate. The ‘v’ nomenclature indicates the implementation specific bits in the initial
value definition for the ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY CSR.
Bit
0
1
2
3-7

Definition
DMA Mode 0 capable
DMA Mode 1 capable
DMA Mode 2 capable
Reserved

The Ultradma_modes field indicates the ATA bus UltraDMA transfer modes the tailgate supports. More than
a single bit may be set to indicate support of more than a single UltraDMA transfer mode. A bit set to one
indicates support for that respective transfer mode by the tailgate. A bit set to zero indicates the respective
transfer mode is not supported by the tailgate. The value of the remaining supported mode bits are
dependent upon the transfers modes supported by the tailgate. The ‘v’ nomenclature indicates the
implementation specific bits in the initial value definition for the ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY CSR.
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Bit
0
1
2
3-7

Definition
UltraDMA Mode 0 capable
UltraDMA Mode 1 capable
UltraDMA Mode 2 capable
Reserved

The Power Controlt (C) bit indicates whether the tailgate supports control of the power supplied to the
device(s). When set to one it indicates power control is supported. This power control functionality is not
related to the device’s power management capabilities, such as that supported by many ATA hard disks.
5.2.1.2 ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR
This CSR specifies the ATA timings that shall be used by the tailgate during data transfers. These timings are
set on a bit basis with the LSB of each field representing Mode 0 timings. Only one bit shall be set in the
PIO_mode field. If a tailgate supports more than one logical unit, a write to the ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR
of a logical unit shall have no effect on the ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR of the other logical unit. Figure 9
contains the specification for this CSR.
The modes specified by the ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR apply exclusively to accesses to the Task File Data
register. All other registers of the device shall be accessed by the tailgate using PIO Mode 0 exclusively.
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Figure 9 − ATA_TIMING_SELECT CSR specification
The PIO_mode field indicates the PIO transfer mode the tailgate shall use when performing subsequent ATA
bus PIO transfer operations. The definition of the bits in this field match those for the PIO_modes field in the
ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY register given above. A single bit shall be set in this field.
The DMA_mode field indicates the DMA transfer mode the tailgate shall use when performing subsequent
ATA bus DMA transfer operations. This field is used in conjunction with the M bit. The M bit indicates whether
the DMA mode is a standard multi-word DMA mode or an UltraDMA mode. If the M bit is set to 0 then the
DMA mode is a multi-word DMA mode and the definition of the bits in this field match those for the
DMA_modes field in the ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY register given above. If the M bit is set to 1 then the
DMA mode is an UltraDMA mode and the definition of the bits in this field match those for the
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Ultra_DMA_modes field in the ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY register given above. Not more than a single bit
shall be set in the DMA_mode field.
The Power Control (P) switches power on or off for each logical unit of the tailgate. Setting the Power Control
bit to one switches power on to the device. The tailgate shall logically OR the Power Control bits for both
logical units together to determine whether power should be supplied to the device(s), i.e., if the Power
Control bit for either logical unit is set to one power shall be switched on for both devices.
The Power Applied (A) bit indicates whether power is currently being supplied to the device(s). When the
Power Applied bit is set to one power is switched on to the device. This bit may be set to one to indicate
power is switched on even though the Power Control bit for that logical unit is set to zero. This results since
having the Power Control bit for either logical unit set to one switches power on for both devices. Therefore
the initiator should use the value of the Power Applied bit to determine whether power is being supplied to a
device rather than just using the current value of the Power Control bit.

6
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Data structure definitions
6.1

Management ORBs

Tailgate devices shall implement the following management ORB functions as defined in SBP-2: Login,
Query Login, Logout, Reconnect, Abort Task, Abort Task Set, and Target Reset. These management ORBs
are described in the SBP-2 standard. This standard defines an additional ORB, the Set Pasword ORB.
The tailgate implements an access security model described in 0. The five access security functions defined
by the access security model are provided by four management ORBs: the Login ORB, the Logout ORB, the
Reconnect ORB, and the Set Password ORB. The Query Login ORB provides the related function of
reporting the current logged in node, but this ORB has no affect on the access security model.
The tailgate shall implement Abort Task, Abort Task Set and Target Reset functions. The functionality of
these reset functions are described in 0.
Most management ORBs required for tailgate implementation are described in the SBP-2 standard. Those
ORBs that require additional definition or are not included by SBP-2 are defined in the following clauses: 0
expands upon the definition of the Login ORB provided by SBP-2; 0 provides the definition of the Set
Password ORB. Refer to the SBP-2 standard for the definition of all other management ORBs and
management ORB fields not defined within this standard.
6.1.1

Login

The format of the Login ORB is defined in Figure 10.

password

login_response

n rq_fm t x
(0)

reserved

function
(0)

password_length

lun
login_resonse_length

status_FIFO

Figure 10 − Login ORB
When the password field is zeros no password is present. Otherwise, the password field contains eight bytes
of password data. The password_length field shall contain a value of zero. All eight bytes of a programmed
password are significant when performing compares during a login.
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All other fields are described by the SBP-2 standard.
6.1.2

Set Password

This function is used to set a new password value for the tailgate.
In processing the Set Password, the tailgate shall validate the login_ID and the Source_ID from which the
ORB was fetched. Only the currently logged in initiator is allowed to issue a Set Password ORB.
When the requested operation is completed, whether successful or not, the tailgate shall report a status of
normal completion when posting status to the location indicated by the status_FIFO field.

password

reserved

n rq_fm t
(0)

function
(4)

reserved
password_length

login_ID
reserved

status_FIFO

Figure 11 − Set Password ORB
The password field contains the password to be programmed into the tailgate. If a password value of zero is
specified, the password is cleared. The password_length field shall be set to zero.

6.2

Tailgate command blocks

SBP-2 defines the first five quadlets of the command ORB. This standard defines two types of 32 byte
command ORBs. The first type of command ORB provides transport of register delivered commands. The
second type of command ORB provides transport of packet delivered commands.
6.2.1

Register command ORB

Register delivered commands are issued to the tailgate using the register command ORB. The register
command ORB is shown in Figure 12.
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data_size
sector_count
com m and
reserved

sector_num
reserved
reserved

rt pd rd

Figure 12 − 32-byte tailgate ATA command ORB
The features, sector_count, sector_num, cylinder_low, cylinder_high, device_head, and command fields
correspond to the Command Block registers. These bytes contain the values that are written to the ATA
device by the tailgate (see the rt bit description below).
When these values are written to the ATA task file registers, the tailgate device shall not modify the contents
of these bytes prior to transferring them to the ATA device with one exception. Bit 4 of the device_head field
is the DEV bit, that selects the device (Device 0 or Device 1), is ignored by the tailgate. The tailgate
generates the value of the DEV bit based upon the logical unit the command was sent to and the
implementation of the tailgate.
The block_count field is set by the initiator to indicate the number of 512 byte blocks to be transferred for this
request. A value of zero in the block_count field indicates no data shall be transferred. The valid range for this
field is 0 to 256. The result of commands with a block_count outside the specified range is indeterminate.
The rt bit directs the tailgate to return status, as described in 0. When the rt bit is set the tailgate may write to
the Device/Head register in order to select the appropriate device for the logical unit the command was
issued to, but shall not write to any other Command Block registers nor read from the Data register. If the rt
bit is zero the tailgate shall write the appropriate values in the ORB to the Command Block registers of the
device, perform any associated data transfers, and return status.
The pd bit specifies the data transfer mode. If the pd bit is zero then the tailgate shall transfer data using PIO
mode. If the pd bit is one then the data shall be transmitted using DMA mode.
The initiator shall be responsible for selecting the appropriate command to accompany the mode selected via
the pd bit. For example, with a pd bit of one the initiator should use the Read DMA or Write DMA commands
to transfer disk data. Use of commands inappropriate to the setting of the pd bit may result in unpredictable
device operation.
The rd bit specifies the type of command ORB. For the register command ORB, this bit shall be set to one by
the initiator.
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6.2.2

Packet command ORB

Packet delivered commands are issued to the tailgate using the packet command ORB. The packet
command ORB is shown in Figure 13.

next_O RB

data_descriptor

n

rq_fm t
(0)

r

d

spd

m ax_
p
payload

page_
size

data_size

CP0

CP1

CP2

CP3

CP4

CP5

CP6

CP7

CP8

CP9

CP10

reserved

pd rd

Figure 13 − 32-byte tailgate ATAPI command ORB
The CP0 through CPB10 fields are the first 11 bytes of the ATAPI command packet. The final byte, CP11, is
generated by the tailgate during the command packet transfer. The value generated for CP11 shall be 0.
The pd field specifies the data transfer mode. If the pd bit is zero then the tailgate shall transfer data using
PIO mode. If the pd bit is one then the data shall be transmitted using DMA mode.
The tailgate shall copy the value of the pd bit to bit 0 (DMA) of the ATAPI Feature register prior to issuing the
packet command. This indicates to the ATAPI device whether the transfer mode is to be PIO or DMA. The
sense of the bit is the same as defined for the pd bit above.
The rd field specifies the type of command ORB. For the packet command ORB, this bit shall be set to zero
by the initiator.

6.3

Tailgate Status Block Definition

When the tailgate returns status, the status block shall be 4 quadlets in length. The format of the status block
is shown in Figure 14. The status block is written to the initiator’s status FIFO as specified at login.
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u e resp d

3

SBP _status

O R B_offset_hi

O R B_offset_lo
device_head
cylinder_low

r

error

sector_count

cylinder_high

status

sector_num
tailgate_status

Figure 14 − Tailgate status block
The device_head, error, sector_count, sector_num, cylinder_low, cylinder_high, and status fields shall
contain values as read from the device’s respective Command Block registers at command completion. The
initiator shall ignore these fields if the unsolicited bit is set to one or the resp field contains a value other than
request complete. The initiator shall examine the status block fields to determine whether an error has
occurred.
The tailgate_status field contains status specific to the tailgate’s interaction with it’s attached devices and the
ATA bus. Table 8 contains a list of return values for the tailgate_status field.
Table 8 − tailgate_status field values
Value

Description

0

No error.

1

Data Size Not Exact (informative).

2

No ATAPI Command Phase. Upon received a packet command ORB the tailgate did not
detect status from the device indicating the command phase after issuing the PACKET
command.

3

Busy at start of command. Normally the tailgate waits until the device is not busy prior to
attempting to issue a command to the device. This status code results when the
execution engine begins execution of a command and determines that the device is
currently busy.

4

Task Aborted

5

Task Set Aborted

6

Target Reset has completed

6 through FE16
FF16

Reserved
Other Protocol Errors

Fields other than those described shall be implemented as defined in SBP-2.

7
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Configuration ROM
All nodes that implement tailgate units as a unit architecture shall implement general format configuration
ROM in accordance with ISO/IEC 13213:1994, IEEE Std 1394-1995 and the SBP-2 standard. The only
changes to the configuration ROM from the SBP-2 standard are in the Unit directory entry and are listed in
the clauses below.
The entries below are duplicated from the SBP-2 and IEEE 1212 documents. Complete definitions of these
entries may be found in those documents. The field entries below have specific values that are specific to
tailgate implementations. Where values are indicated devices compliant to this standard shall use those
values in their configuration ROM.

7.1

Unit_Spec_ID entry

The Unit_Spec_ID entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that specifies the organization
responsible for the architecture definition of the unit.
m ost significant
00 609E 16

12 16

Figure 15 − Unit_Spec_ID entry format
1216 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Unit_Spec_ID entry.
00 609E16 is the Unit_Spec_ID obtained from the IEEE/RAC. The value indicates that the NCITS Secretariat
is responsible for the software interface definition.

7.2

Unit_SW_Version entry

The Unit_SW_Version entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that, in combination with the
unit_spec_ID, specifies the software interface of the unit.
m ost significant
01 0483 16

13 16

Figure 16 − Unit_SW_Version entry format
1316 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Unit_SW_Version entry.
01 048316 is the Unit_SW_Version value that indicates that the unit conforms to this standard.

7.3

Command_Set_Spec_ID
Com mand_Set_Spec_ID entry

The Command_Set_Spec_ID entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that, when present in
the unit directory, specifies the organization responsible for the command set definition for the target. Figure
15 shows the format of this entry.
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m ost significant
00 609E 16

38 16

Figure 17 − Command_Set_Spec_ID entry format
3816 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Command_Set_Spec_ID entry.
00 609E16 is the 24-bit command_set_spec_ID value, an organizationally unique identifier, for the organization
which has ownership of the tailgate standard.

7.4

Command_Set_Version entry

The Command_Set_Version entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that, when present in the
unit directory, in combination with the command_set_spec_ID identifies the target as a compliant to the
tailgate standard. Figure 18 shows the format of this entry.
m ost significant
04 0000 16

39 16

Figure 18 − Command_Set_Version entry format
3916 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Command_Set_Version entry.
04 000016 is the command_set_version value that indicates, in combination with the command_set_spec_ID,
that the unit conforms to the tailgate standard.

7.5

Logical_Unit_Characteristics entry

The Logical_Unit_Characteristics entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that, when present
in the unit directory, specifies characteristics of the tailgate implementation. Figure 19 shows the format of
this entry.

m ost significant
3A 16

0 o

0

reserved

login_tim eout

8

Figure 19 − Logical_Unit_Characteristics entry format
3A16 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Logical_Unit_Characteristics entry.
The other values indicate that the tailgate supports the basic task management model, does not support
isochronous transfers, and transfers 32 byte ORBs, respectively.
The setting of the login_timeout field is implementation specific.
The setting of the o flag is implementation specific, however it shall typically be set to one to indicate the
device performs no reordering.
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7.6

Management_Agent entry

The Management_Agent entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that specifies the base
address of the tailgate’s management agent CSR. Figure 20 shows the format of this entry.
m ost significant
csr_offset 16

54 16

Figure 20 − Management_Agent entry format
5416 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Management_Agent entry.
The csr_offset field shall contain the quadlet offset, from the base address of initial register space, FFFF
F000 000016, to the base address of the MANAGEMENT_AGENT CSR for the target. All target CSR’s shall
be located at or above address FFFF F001 000016; therefore the value of csr_offset shall not be less than
400016.

7.7

Logical_Unit_Number entry

The Logical_Unit_Number entry is an immediate entry in the tailgate unit directory that, when present in the
unit directory, specifies the peripheral device type and logical unit number of a logical unit of the tailgate.
Figure 21 shows the format of this entry.
Tailgates that support single logical unit configurations shall implement a single Logical_Unit_Number entry.
Dual logical unit tailgates shall implement two Logical_Unit_Number entries. The presence of two
Logical_Unit_Number entries must not be assumed by the initiator to indicate the presence of two ATA or
ATAPI devices. The initiator must use the initialization procedure defined in annex A to detect the number
and type of ATA or ATAPI devices present.
m ost significant
14 16

reserved

1F 16

lun

Figure 21 − Logical_Unit_Number entry format
1416 is the concatenation of key_type and key_value for the Logical_Unit_Number entry.
1F16 is the device_type defined by SPC to indicate the device type is unknown. The device type for devices
attached via a tailgate shall be determined using the initialization sequence outlined in annex A.
The lun field shall identify the logical unit to which the information in the Logical_Unit_Number entry applies.
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Annex A
Initialization Procedure
(informative)

A.1 Initialization Procedure
The annex describes the steps required for the initiator to initialize the tailgate preceding ORB command
operation. This annex is intended to be an example of a possible initialization and device detection sequence.
Refer to the SBP-2 and 1394-1995 standards for the complete implementation details. Figure A.1contains a
flowchart of the device detection process. The only indication the initiator receives via the 1394 device
configuration ROM is that the device is a tailgate. It does not receive information on whether the attached
device is a register delivered or packet delivered command device. Nor does it receive device class
information indicating whether the attached device is a CD-ROM, 120 MB floppy, HDD, DVD, or any other
type of device. The initiator must determine the device protocol (register or packet delivered commands) and
class (CD-ROM, etc.) using the standard device detection mechanism for ATA/ATAPI-4 compliant devices.
The 1394 configuration ROM does indicate whether the tailgate is a single or dual logical unit tailgate.
However, all this indicates is support of single or dual logical units. It does not indicate the number of devices
actually attached to the tailgate. This must be determined as indicated in the flowchart.
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Figure A.1 − Initialization flowchart
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Annex B
Initialization procedure tailgate execution engine models
(informative)

B.1 Execution engine processing
There are three primary types of execution engines: single device, dual device, and dual device with ATAPI
overlap. Following are two state diagrams and accompanying text for these execution engine types. The
execution engine for the single logical unit and dual logical unit (without ATAPI overlap) are identical. The
differences are addressed via notes in the single logical unit state diagram description. The interface between
the execution and fetch engine shall be defined by these state diagrams. The fetch engine must comply with
the possible states of the execution engine. As long as the fetch engine does not violate these execution
engine states any fetch engine implementation is valid. The primary points to be understood from these state
diagrams is that the execution engine controls the reading of ORBs from the fetch engines via the throttle
indications, as discussed in the clause 0.

B.2 Single/dual (without overlap) logical unit execution engine
The state diagram and text that follow describe the operation of single logical unit and dual logical unit
(without overlapped command support) execution engines. The processing for the single logical unit and no
overlap dual logical unit configurations is very similar. The no overlap dual logical unit configuration assumes
that each logical unit is the sole owner of the execution engine for processing of a command. A mechanism
implemented outside the execution state machine, as defined by the state diagram in figure B.1, performs an
arbitration function to control which device gains ownership of the execution engine for each command
sequence.
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Figure B.1 − Single logical unit execution engine state diagram
Transition Any:E0a. Power cycles shall transition the execution engine to the idle state from any other state.
Transition Any:E0b. All resets (ATAPI Soft Reset, ATA Soft Reset, and ATA Hard Reset) shall transition the
execution engine to the idle state from any other state.
State E0. While in the Idle state the execution engine shall set the throttle indication to the go state. This
permits the fetch engine to send another ORB to the execution engine when available.
NOTE − For dual logical unit execution engines the throttle indication applies to both fetch
engines (logical unit 0 and logical unit 1) equally. Therefore when the throttle is set to the go
state both fetch engines are enabled to send ORBs to the execution engine. The details of
arbitration between the fetch engines is implementation specific.
Transition E0:E1. Once an ORB is sent to the execution engine, by the fetch engine, the execution engine
accepts the ORB and transitions to the Process ORB state.
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State E1. Upon entering the Process ORB state, the execution engine sets the throttle indication to the stop
state. This prevents the fetch engine from transferring any more ORBs to the execution engine. The
execution engine then begins processing the ORB.
NOTE − For dual logical unit execution engines, the throttle indications apply to both fetch
engines equally. Therefore once the throttle indication is set to stop neither fetch engine may
send ORBs to the execution engine.
Transition E1:E1a. When an ORB with the rt bit set then no command shall be issued to the device and the
command completion sequence (Transition E1:E0b) shall be initiated.
Transition E1:E1b. When an ATA ORB with the rt bit reset or an ATAPI ORB is received the execution
engine shall issue the ATA or ATAPI command to the device.
Transition E1:E0. Once the execution engine completes execution of a request, including device completion
of the command if required, the execution engine shall read the current contents of the Task File registers
and transmit them to the initiator via the status block.
Transition E1:E2. If the execution engine receives a command requiring data transfer it transitions to the
Data Transfer state. The throttle indications remain in the stop state preventing any further ORBs from the
fetch engine.
State E2. While in the Data Transfer state, the execution engine moves data between the 1394 bus and the
device. The direction of data is dependent upon the setting of the d bit in the ORB. The data transfer count is
set to the maximum length of the data transfer based upon the ORB. If the data_size specifies a byte count
then the maximum transfer count operates in units of bytes. If the data_size specifies a page table entry
count then the maximum transfer count operates in units of pages. This places an upper limit on the transfer
so that transfer boundaries chosen by the initiator are not exceeded.
Transition E2:E2a. When data becomes available from the device, the execution engine reads the data,
using the appropriate data transfer protocol, and transfers the data to the Bus Interface Unit for transmission
on the 1394 bus. The data transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the
transfer mode selected in the ORB (PIO or DMA).
Transition E2:E2b. When the device requires data, the execution engine requests the data from the Bus
Interface Unit and transfers, using the appropriate data transfer protocol, the data to the device. The data
transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the transfer mode selected in
the ORB (PIO or DMA).
Transition E2:E0a. When the maximum transfer count has been reached, the execution engine shall report
a transport error in the status block and transition to the Idle state.
Transition E2:E0b. If the ORB contains an ATA command, the block_count field is used to determine the
number of 512 byte blocks to be transferred by the execution engine. Once the programmed number of
blocks has been transferred, the execution engine reads the current Task File registers and returns them to
the initiator via the status block
Transition E2:E0c. If the ORB contains an ATAPI command then the ATAPI device indicates the command
completion via an interrupt and specific values returned in the ATAPI Interrupt Reason register. Once the
ATAPI device indicates command completion the execution engine reads the current Task File registers and
returns them to the initiator via the status block.
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B.3 Dual logical unit (with ATAPI overlap) execution engine
The state diagram and text that follow define the execution engine for dual logical unit tailgates that support
overlapped command operation. Although the state diagram is oriented towards ATAPI overlap operation,
any overlapped command model could operate within the constraints defined by the state diagram in figure
B.2.
The terminology overlapped device and nested device are used in subsequent discussions of the dual logical
unit (with ATAPI overlap) state diagram and the remainder of the document. The term overlapped device
refers to an ATAPI device with ATAPI overlap capability that has released the bus. The term nested device
refers to an ATA or ATAPI device that shares the ATA bus with the overlapped device and can therefore
accept and process one or more commands until the ATAPI device is re-selected via the Service command.
In the text accompanying the state diagram logical unit x refers to the overlapped device and logical unit y
refers to the nested device.
Tailgates that implement dual logical unit support via separate ATA buses may choose to implement
overlapped operation in conformance to the state machine as defined in figurs B.2 or may choose to
implement two individual execution engines that conform to Figure . Either method shall be considered in
conformance to the tailgate standard.
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Figure B.2 − Dual logical unit (with ATAPI overlap) execution engine state diagram
Transition Any:E0a. Power cycles shall transition the execution engine to the idle state from any other state.
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Transition Any:E0b. All resets (ATAPI Soft Reset, ATA Soft Reset, and ATA Hard Reset) shall transition the
execution engine to the idle state from any other state.
State E0. While in the Idle state, the execution engine shall set the throttle indications for both fetch engines
to the go state. This permits the fetch engine to send another ORB to the execution engine when available.
Transition E0:E1. Once an ORB is sent to the execution engine, by the fetch engine, the execution engine
accepts the ORB and transitions to the Process ORB state.
State E1. Upon entering the Process ORB state, the execution engine sets the throttle indications for both
logical units to the stop state. This prevents the fetch engine from transferring any more ORBs to the
execution engine. The execution engine then begins processing the ORB. The logical unit which originated
the ORB is designated as logical unit x. If the ORB is an ATAPI ORB the execution engine may set the
Overlap enable bit in the ATAPI Task File Status register to enable the ATAPI overlap feature.
Transition E1:E1a. When an ORB with the rt bit set, no command shall be issued to the device and the
command completion sequence (Transition E1:E0b) shall be initiated.
Transition E1:E1b. When an ATA ORB with the rt bit reset or an ATAPI ORB is received, the execution
engine shall issue the ATA or ATAPI command to the device.
Transition E1:E0b. Once the device completes execution of a request, including device completion of a the
command if required, the execution engine shall read the current contents of the Task File registers and
transmit them to the initiator via the status block. If the device on logical unit x is an ATAPI device it may
release the bus after receiving the ORB. Therefore the status and completion indicated by this transition may
occur after an ATAPI device has released the bus and reconnected via the ATAPI Service command.
Transition E1:E2. If an ORB requiring data transfer was received by the device, it transitions to the Data
Transfer state. The throttle indications remain in the stop state preventing any further ORBs from the fetch
engines.
Transition E1:E3. If the ATAPI device releases the bus, the execution engine transitions to the Wait for ORB
(logical unit y) state.
State E2. While in the Data Transfer state the execution engine moves data between the 1394 bus and the
device. The direction of data is dependent upon the setting of the d bit in the ORB. The data transfer count is
set to the maximum length of the data transfer based upon the ORB. If the data_size specifies a byte count
then the maximum transfer count operates in units of bytes. If the data_size specifies a page table entry
count then the maximum transfer count operates in units of pages. This places an upper limit on the transfer
so that transfer boundaries chosen by the initiator are not exceeded.
Transition E2:E2a. When data becomes available from the device, the execution engine reads the data,
using the appropriate data transfer protocol, and transfers the data to the Bus Interface Unit for transmission
on the 1394 bus. The data transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the
transfer mode selected in the ORB (PIO or DMA).
Transition E2:E2b. When the device requires data, the execution engine requests the data from the Bus
Interface Unit and transfers, using the appropriate data transfer protocol, the data to the device. The data
transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the transfer mode selected in
the ORB (PIO or DMA).
Transition E2:E0a. When the maximum transfer count has been reached, the execution engine shall report
a transport error in the status block and transition to the Idle state.
Transition E2:E0b. If the ORB contains an ATA command, the block_count field is used to determine the
number of 512 byte blocks to be transferred by the execution engine. Once the programmed number of
blocks has been transferred the execution engine reads the current Task File registers and returns them to
the initiator via the status block.
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Transition E2:E0c. If the ORB contains an ATAPI command, the ATAPI device indicates command
completion via an interrupt and specific values returned in the ATAPI Interrupt Reason register. Once the
ATAPI device indicates command completion, the execution engine reads the current Task File registers and
returns them to the initiator via the status block.
Transition E2:E3. If the ATAPI device releases the bus, the execution engine transitions to the Wait for ORB
(logical unit y) state.
State E3. While in the Wait for ORB (logical unit y) state, the execution engine waits for one of several events
to occur. If first releases the throttle indication for logical unit y. While in this state, the execution engine shall
monitor the interrupt or the Service bit in the ATAPI Task File Status register in the overlapped device. This is
necessary to detect when the overlapped device requires service to continue processing the command.
Transition E3:E4. If the fetch engine has available ORBs for logical unit y, it shall accept those ORBs and
transition to the Process ORB (logical unit y) state.
Transition E3:E1. If the execution engine detects, via the Service bit in the ATAPI Task File Status register,
that the ATAPI device requires reconnection to continue processing the overlapped command it shall
transition to the Process ORB (logical unit x) state. This transition represents the mirror of the E1:E3
transition. This transition occurs when a command that required no data transfer released the ATA bus.
Transition E3:E2. If the execution engine detects, via the Service bit in the ATAPI Task File Status register,
that the ATAPI device requires reconnection to continue processing the overlapped command it shall
transition to the Process ORB (logical unit x) state. This transition represents the mirror of the E2:E3
transition. This transition occurs when a command that required data transfer released the ATA bus.
State E4. While in the Process ORB (logical unit y) state, the throttle indication for logical unit y is set to the
stop state. This prevents the fetch engine from sending additional ORBs to the execution engine. The
execution engine then begins processing the ORB. If the ORB is an ATAPI ORB, the execution engine shall
not set the Overlap enable bit in the ATAPI Task File Features register.
Transition E4:E3a. If an ATA ORB with the rt bit set was received, the device shall read the current contents
of the Task File registers from the device and transmit them to the initiator via the status block.
Transition E4:E3b. If a non-data transfer ORB was received, the device shall send the command to the
ATA/ATAPI device for execution. Once the device completes execution, the execution engine shall read the
current contents of the Task File registers and transmit them to the initiator via the status block.
Transition E4:E5. If the ORB requires data transfer, the execution engine transitions to the Data Transfer
(logical unit y) state.
State E5. While in the Data Transfer state, the execution engine moves data between the 1394 bus and the
device. The direction of data is dependent upon the setting of the d bit in the ORB. The data transfer count is
set to the maximum length of the data transfer based upon the ORB. If the data_size specifies a byte count
then the maximum transfer count operates in units of bytes. If the data_size specifies a page table entry
count then the maximum transfer count operates in units of pages. This places an upper limit on the transfer
so that transfer boundaries chosen by the initiator are not exceeded.
Transition E5:E5a. When data becomes available from the device, the execution engine reads the data,
using the appropriate data transfer protocol, and transfers the data to the Bus Interface Unit for transmission
on the 1394 bus. The data transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the
transfer mode selected in the ORB (PIO or DMA).
Transition E5:E5b. When the device requires data, the execution engine requests the data from the Bus
Interface Unit and transfers, using the appropriate data transfer protocol, the data to the device. The data
transfer protocol used is dependent upon the device type (ATA or ATAPI) and the transfer mode selected in
the ORB (PIO or DMA).
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Transition E5:E3. Once the transfer is completed, the execution engine transitions back to the Wait for ORB
(logical unit y) state. The completion could be due to the maximum transfer count being reached, an ATA
ORB sector count reaching zero, or an ATAPI device reporting command complete status. Under any of
these conditions, the tailgate shall report the appropriate completion via the status block. Transitions E2:E0a,
E2:E0b, and E2:E0c detail the appropriate processing and conditions relating to these three possible
termination conditions that also apply to this transition. For brevity the complete text and transition breakdown are not replicated here.
Transition E3,4,5:E1. If an Abort Task Set function is received by the execution engine during execution of a
nested command, i.e., a command issued to the to an ATA or ATAPI device after an ATAPI device releases
the bus in ATAPI Overlap mode, the execution engine shall transition from any of the states E3, E4, or E5 to
the E1 state if the overlap command had not initiated any data transfer yet.
Transition E3,4,5:E2. If an Abort Task Set function is received by the execution engine during execution of a
nested command, i.e., a command issued to the to an ATA or ATAPI device after an ATAPI device releases
the bus in ATAPI Overlap mode, the execution engine shall transition from any of the states E3, E4, or E5 to
the E2 state if the overlap command had already initiated data transfer.
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Annex C
Required core registers for tailgate
(informative)

C.1 ISO/IEC 13213:1994 and IEEE 1394-1995 defined registers
A number of core registers are required by ISO/IEC 13213:1994 in any compliant implementation. IEEE
1394-1995 is a compliant implementation and implements these core registers. In addition, IEEE 1394-1994
defines a number of additional CSRs. Some of the CSRs defined are required for all 1394 compliant devices,
while others are optional. Within some CSRs there may be fields or bits which may be optional.
Those CSRs which are required are listed below. If a field is optional for a tailgate device it will be explicitly
labeled as optional, otherwise all fields are required.
The CSR architecture standardizes the locations and functions of core registers. The addresses of these
registers are specified in terms of byte offsets within initial register space, where the base address of initial
register space is FFFF F000 000016 relative to initial node space. The table below summarizes which core
registers are mandatory for tailgate devices.
Offset
0
4
8

Register name
STATE_CLEAR
STATE_SET
NODE_IDS

0C16
1816 – 1C16

RESET_START
SPLIT_TIMEOUT

Description
State and control information
Sets STATE_CLEAR bits
Contains the 16-bit node_ID value used to address the
node
Resets the node’s state
Time limit for split transactions

The CSR architecture reserves a portion of initial register space for bus-dependent uses. Serial Bus defines
registers within this address space, whose addresses are specified in terms of byte offsets within initial
register space, where the base address of initial register space is FFFF F000 000016 relative to initial node
space. The table below summarizes which Serial Bus-dependent registers are mandatory for tailgate devices.
Offset
21016

Register name
BUSY_TIMEOUT

Description
Controls transaction layer retry protocols

EEE Std 1394-1995 should be consulted for detailed descriptions of these core registers.

C.2 SBP-2 Defined Registers
SBP-2 defines a set of CSRs required to implement the Management Agent and Command Agent functions.
All of the CSRs defined within the SBP-2 specification shall be implemented by a tailgate compliant device.
Tailgates may, optionally, support dual ATA/ATAPI devices. A complete set of Command Agent CSRs shall
be implemented for each logical unit supported. The following list of CSRs and/or fields shall be implemented
by a tailgate compliant device:

C.2.1 MANAGEMENT_AGENT Register
IEEE Std 1394-1995 reserves a portion of initial units space for bus-dependent use; the
MANAGEMENT_AGENT register shall be located at address FFFF F001 000016 or above within the node’s
48-bit address range. The address of the management agent is specified by the csr_offset field in the
Management_Agent entry in configuration ROM.
Relative Offset
0016

Name
MANAGEMENT_AGENT

Description
Address of ORB
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C.2.2 COMMAND_AGENT Registers
Unlike the Management Agent, which services as the management function for the entire unit, a separate
Command Agent exists for each logical unit supported. For each logical unit, one complete set of Command
Agent CSRs shall be implemented. Each Command Agent’s set of CSRs shall reside within the target’s initial
units and shall be located at address FFFF F001 000016 or above within the node’s 48-bit address range.
Although the location of each Command Agent’s CSR’s is not fixed, the relative relationship of the registers is
fixed within a contiguous block of eight quadlets, as defined by the table below. The base address of the
Command Agent CSRs is returned in the Login Response packet.
Relative
Offset
0016
0416
0816
1016
1416
1816 – 1C16

Name

Description

AGENT_STATE
AGENT_RESET
ORB_POINTER
DOORBELL
STATUS_ACKNOWLED
GE

Reports fetch agent state
Resets fetch agent
Address of ORB
Signals fetch agent to refetch an address pointer
Acknowledges the initiator’s receipt of unsolicited
status
Reserved for future standardization

Refer to the SBP-2 specification for definition of these registers.
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Annex D
Dual device support summary
(informative)

D.1 Dual ATA/ATAPI device support
Tailgates may optionally support a Device 0 and Device 1 configuration in addition to the required device 0
only configuration. Tailgates may be designed to support either single or dual device configurations. The
requirements for dual device configuration have no impact on cost or complexity of single device tailgate
designs. Dual device tailgates shall support all functionality defined for single device tailgates. Dual device
tailgates also have several additional requirements:
1. An additional ATA_TIMING_CAPABILITY register for Device 1.
2. An additional ATA_TIMING_SELECT register for Device 1.
3. Device 0 shall be accessed and addressed as logical unit 0 of the tailgate. Device 1 shall be accessed
and addressed as logical unit 1 of the tailgate. The use of separate logical units for each device has
several implications:

− Each logical unit must have its own fetch engine and thus an individual ORB chain.
− The configuration ROM must indicate that the tailgate supports two logical units.
The initiator must login to each logical unit individually and they must have unique login IDs. Each logical unit
has a unique set of command agent registers. The login process will return a unique base address for the
fetch agent registers for each logical unit.
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